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Opportunity Identification.
Part 1 – Product Categories and Market Segments.
Insights:
Innovation

Moving into adjacent market segments or new product categories is among the more
valuable and critical decisions a business can make. Good decisions result in significant
growth far beyond incremental product extensions. But how do you make the right
decisions from the myriad of possibilities?
Selecting the right segment or category involves understanding potential size and
growth, fit with competencies, competitive intensity, strategic objectives, and other
factors – But it all begins by creating a clear view of the landscape surrounding your
business. BIC’s approach provides clarity by considering two dimensions; Needs and
Delivery.
Needs vs Delivery Segmentation
Needs and Delivery successfully define a segmentation approach that has proven
valuable across many industries. The elements of the Need axis can range from clinical
categories (in the case of healthcare), to consumer categories (in many cases of
personal care or other consumer products). The Delivery axis can also range from
clinical settings (for healthcare), to market channels (for consumer products). The
approach is best explained though examples.

…it all begins by
creating a clear
view of the
landscape
surrounding your
business

Example 1: Healthcare Segmentation
In the case of healthcare, the Needs axis is grouped along four comprehensive health
dimensions; Physical & Biological, Behavioral, Social, and Spiritual. On the Delivery axis,
the categories range across a full continuum; from prevention to palliative care..
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Example 2: Food and Beverage
In the case of the Food and Beverage, a possible Need axis describes consumer states
related to functional beverages that address specific concerns of a cohort group, or
proven ingredient that provide health benefits. The delivery axis describes product
vehicles to deliver the benefit.
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Next Steps
Once the landscape has been created, the company’s current product categories or
market segments are overlaid to expose potential adjacent and white spaces.
Candidate segments, adjacent on either axis, can be identified for further analysis. In
Part 2, we present an approach to develop criteria for effective segment evaluation
and selection.

“Our worst nightmare is to be caught by surprise by a competitor and running to catch up. BIC
provided us with a more accurate picture of the outside world …something we are not resourced to
do.”
Global Director, Advanced Technology, Colgate-Palmolive
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“BIC's process is intuitive and very thorough, allowing for those in charge of innovation functions to
know that no stone has been left unturned”
Worldwide Director of Long Term Innovation, Colgate-Palmolive
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